Design Council – Directions via tube

Nearest Tube Station: Old Street

Subway exit 4:
• While underground, follow signs for Subway 4
• You’ll notice a faint green line painted on the floor of Old Street station that continues up a set a steps and along the pavement to Moorfields Eye Hospital
• Keep walking until you get to Moorfields. On the opposite side of the road you will see a Pret, Itsu and finally a Sainbury’s Local.
• After Sainsbury’s Local you will see a staircase leading up towards Eagle House.
• At the top of the stairs you will see the entrance marked “Business Centre” where a member of the Design Council team will greet you.

Subway exit 1:
• While underground, follow signs for Subway 1
• Walk along City Road, past Pret and Itsu until you get to Sainsbury’s Local
• After Sainsbury’s Local you will see a staircase leading up towards Eagle House.
• At the top of the stairs you will see the entrance marked “Business Centre” where a member of the Design Council team will greet you.